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  .) and Odious. After leaving Shadow Project in 1985, he created new bands Odious and Bodily Functions. He committed
suicide in 2008. Early life Born in Erie, Pennsylvania, to a couple of ministers, Rozz attended Chatham College in Pittsburgh, as

well as the University of Pittsburgh. He released his first album A Black Cloud in the October 1981, through WE Records. It
was released with the band, Christian Death. They received press coverage in publications such as The Village Voice, Rolling

Stone, Creem and Metal Edge. They toured the United States and Europe. Bodily Functions By the late 1980s, after several line-
up changes, Rozz Williams formed Bodily Functions. His first band was created in 1988 after the release of the album,

Harmonic Death. The first lineup of Bodily Functions included Williams as the singer and songwriter, David L. Coleman on
guitar, and Tim Gallach on bass guitar. Tim Gallach was a former colleague of the band and toured with the band before moving
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to New York City. Musical career 1990s After leaving Bodily Functions in 1992, Williams returned to his native Erie, and
released an album as Shadow Project. The band included Williams on vocals and guitar,. . . on guitar and vocals, Steven King on
bass, and Chad Price on drums. Shadow Project was signed to the independent Chicago-based label, Abstract Lovers Records,
and was released in January 1993. A year later, they were signed to the Minneapolis-based, 4 Men With Beards record label. In
1993, Williams released two albums as Christian Death: "Victim Overload" and "Hell Awaits." He released "Dominator" with
the band, Odious in 1994. This was followed by the "Head on the Door" EP in 1995. Shadow Project played at various clubs
and toured the United States, Canada and Europe, and even recorded a live album, "Live at Fantasy Records", which featured

songs recorded at the recording studio in 1994. In 1995, Shadow Project was featured in an episode of the cable television
series, "Unreal Live". The episode featured the band performing their live album, "Live at Fantasy Records". The episode was
aired on the channel, MTV. The following year, they recorded a full album, "Dead Girl", which was released in 1997. In 1998,

Shadow Project released the album, "Twilight" and toured 82157476af
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